COURSES PROJECTED TO BE OFFERED FALL 2016 (10/14/15)

4/811-“Plains Literature” (Kaye)
4/830A-“Shakespeare” (Schleck)
4/845K-“Africa American Lit” (Dreher)
4/877-“Advanced Topics in Digital Humanities” (Jockers)
852-“Creative Non-Fiction Workshop” (Castro)
857-“Composition and Rhetorical Theory” (Waite)
871-“Literary and Critical Theory” (Gannon)
919-Interdisciplinary 19th Century Seminar (TBD)
932-“Dickinson, Whitman, Melville” (Price)
933- “Willa Cather” (Homestead)
953- “Poetry Tutorial” (Kooser)
953- “Poetry Workshop” (Dawes)
957- “Req Comp Seminar” (Griffin)
965- “Science and Literature” (Capuano)